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 7 joaopinto: I'd guess it would just be a file to add, from memory, the exact name of the file may change though !sensors | Sia Sia: To access CPU temperature sensors and detect fan speeds, install the lm-sensors package. See for installation and usage instructions. Sia, please see my private message ok, thanks joaopinto: I'm not sure if its something you do in gconf/gsettings or through the cli, but give
it a try DJones, I know it's a.desktop file ;) How do i get my computer to change the volume on hotkeys after i have set the volume in sound-properties? !keytouch | benovic benovic: Keyboard shortcuts can be set in System -> Preferences -> Keyboard Shortcuts. If your multimedia keys don't work with that, try the 'keytouch' package, explained at - See!Keyboard for changing layouts. A list of
keyboard shortcuts for Unity is available at hi all. i just wanted to install the nvidia drivers (nvidia-current) on my notebook, but got stuck with a message that nvidia-xconfig was missing. i checked the software sources and it said it was disabled (cause my card is not listed in the list of nvidia cards) i'm now trying to install nvidia-xconfig manually but i can't find it (in my home) capcom, it's not

available on the ubuntu repositories joaopinto, i know. but why is it disabled by default? i mean, why is the proprietary driver not included by default? capcom, I believe it's because the open source drivers are good enough for most people, and there is no need for a closed source package that may have other dependencies that are not in the main repositories 82157476af
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